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have 1,550 strategic nuclear warheads 
each by 2017 – a formidable force out-
weighing nuclear capabilities of the 
rest of the world combined.

Since 1945, when the nuclear era 
began, the US and Russia have held 
no talks on downsizing their tactical 
nuclear weapons (TNW) that can be 
delivered from a distance of up to 500 
km by aircraft or short-range missiles. 
Given the ramifi cations in Europe of 
Washington’s global BMD program, 
to be implemented in addition to the 
US weapons already stationed there, 
Moscow is reluctant to address the 
TNW issue.It also refuses to launch 
any confi dence-building measures re-
lated to such weapons, such as inspec-
tions at the Russian TNW sites.

Furthermore, there is no agreement 
between Moscow and Washington on 
preventing the militarization of outer 
space or on issues such as the preven-

planners point out that Moscow has no 
intention to develop and position its 
BMD systems on the American conti-
nents. Therefore, the obvious question 
to ask is howwould the US respond 
ifroles were reversed – that is, if Rus-
sia (or China) were deploying BMD 
systems around the coast of the US? 
Would Washington not have the same 
concerns about US security, and would 
it not insist on its right to respond to the 
perceived potential threat as it deemed 
appropriate? Would it not be incum-
bent upon it at least to seek explana-
tions of Moscow’s intentions?

In response to America’s BMD de-
ployment plans, Moscow has threat-
ened to withdraw from the latest strate-
gic offensive arms (SOA) agreement as 
well as from the Prague Treaty signed 
in 2010 (labeled in the US as a New 
START and in Russia as START-3). 
The treaty permitted the two sides to 

Despite efforts to improve US-Rus-
sia relations, the two countries remain 
at loggerheads in a numberof areas. 
It has been particularly diffi cult to 
achieve a breakthrough in arms control 
owing to its direct impact on national 
security. Several agreements are in the 
works – in fact, some of them have 
been for decades – yet few tangible re-
sults have been achieved to date.

In recent years, the failure to make 
any real headway over arms controlhas 
been most evident in ballistic missile 
defense (BMD). This technologically 
rapidly evolving fi eld, which is rooted 
in President Ronald Reagan’s visionary 
“Star Wars” program, has the potential 
to minimize, if not completely elimi-
nate, the risk of a nuclear missile attack 
against the United States. Moscow ac-
cepts the need for such a strategy and 
is developing its own missile defense 
“roof”. Some people may therefore 
wonderwhy Russia would oppose 
Washington’s deployment of BMD, 
currently pursued under President 
Obama’s “European Phased Adaptive 
Approach” (EPAA). Why should Mos-
cow worry about the deployment of an 
inherently defensive system? The prob-
lem is that when viewed from Russia’s 
perspective, the American BMD looks 
like a weapon that can undercut Rus-
sia’s own nuclear deterrent and hence 
increase that country’s vulnerability to 
a fi rst (that is, offensive) nuclear strike 
by the US.

For this reason, it is not surprising 
that Russia is skeptical about the BMD 
restructuring announced in mid-March 
by US Defense Secretary Chuck Ha-
gel, which, it says, has fallen well be-
low its expectations. Given the deploy-
ment in Europe (and very close to the 
Russian territory to boot) of USstrate-
gic and tactical nuclear arms as well as 
conventional weapons, America and 
NATO’s BMD “defense umbrella” is 
for all intents and purposesa  “forward 
based weapon”. 

At the same time, Russian strategic 

waSHingTon needS 
To oVerCoMe iTS ‘ValUeS Trap’

The ongoing debate over the policy 
the US should take toward Russia has 
avoided the central question: is the cur-
rent Russian political system really on 
the verge of collapse as it critics sug-
gest, or is it likely to be with us for a 
good long while?

Those who believe in the regime’s 
longevity say that prioritizing the pro-
motion of values over all other con-
cerns would be self-defeating. Given 
the global challenges the United States 
faces, it would be better to mute our 
public criticism of Russia and foster an 
agenda of cooperation rather than com-
petition.

Putin’s critics, on the other hand, 
say that since his days are numbered it 
makes more sense to prepare for his re-
placement. One way to build bridges to 
his successor is by emphasizing Ameri-
can values and principles.

This debate is hardly new. Indeed, it 
runs like a red skein, through the his-
tory of our relations with the Russian 
Empire, the Soviet Union, and now the 
Russian Federation. What has persisted 
throughout, however, is a dismal view 
of Russian politics, which serves to 
justify hostility toward Russia’s rulers.
The late UC Berkeley historian Martin 
Malia liked to say that since Western 
animosity toward Russia did not arise 
from Communism, there was no reason 
for it to disappear with Communism’s 
collapse.

One consequence of this jaundiced 
narrative is that it makes negativity 
about Russia the norm. This prevents 
Western observers from recognizing 
positive opportunities when they pres-
ent themselves, and leads them to attri-
bute policy differences with Russia to a 
“values gap.”

President Obama’s reset policy is 
a good example. The reset is over not 

because it failed to bring tangible ben-
efi ts, but because it can no longer be 
defended. It was destined for a short 
lifespan because even as American 
diplomats were negotiating agreements 
with Russia on arms control and logisti-
cal assistance in Afghanistan, they saw 
no possibility of ever forging a lasting 
strategic partnership with Russia. 

The reset therefore followed the fate 
of its predecessors, from Eisenhower’s 
“spirit of Camp David” to détente. As 
soon as its immediate objectives are 
achieved, the policy loses its ratio-
nale for bipartisan support and is con-
demned for “failing to be true to Ameri-
can values.”

The result is what I call “the values 
trap.” 

Every US administration since that 
of President Ford has had to deal with 
the values lobby, which promotes some 
combination of human rights and de-
mocracy as the fundamental objec-
tive of US foreign policy. Because the 
pursuit of these values often runs into 
confl ict with the overall objectives of 
Washington’s foreign policy, presidents 
try to compartmentalize them in ways 
that prevent it from causing too much 
damage. The Obama Administration’s 
low-key implementation of the Mag-
nitsky Bill, followed by the reassuring 
message carried to Moscow by Nation-
al Security Advisor Thomas Donilon, 
are both typical in this regard.

This suggests that, contrary to the 
assumptions of most pundits, disagree-
ment over values is notwhat is poison-
ing our relations with Russia. Much 
more damaging is the stubborn un-
willingness of many to acknowledge 
Putin’s enduring popularity, and to rec-
ognize that it is rooted in the genuine 
appeal of his centrist political agenda. 
Putin has remained at the helm because 
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he consistently deliv-
ers what the Russian 
electorate demands.

By contrast, Putin’s 
political opponents 
garner only marginal 
public support not be-
cause of repression, 
but because they are 
plagued by personal 
rivalries, internal dis-
sension, organization-
al incompetence and 
sheer political imma-
turity. The prospect of 
regime change in Rus-
sia is therefore so slim 
as to be risible. And 
since the rationale for 
putting values fi rst in 
our relationship with 
Russiahinges on the 
imminent collapse of 
the Putin regime, it 
can only lead to an-
other cycle of disappointment. 

The values trap elevates the US for-
eign policy above its true merits, while 
castigating America’s erstwhile adver-
saries beyond their true sins. The net re-
sult is that periods of realism alternate 
with bouts of moralism in American 
diplomacy, sucking the life out of ev-
ery potential breakthrough in Russian-
American relations – even Russia’s 
abandonment of Communism!

We could bring to an end this vicious 
circle by acknowledging that there is 
no real values gap between the West 
and Russia, at least one no greater than 
that with Turkey, Israel, Greece or Italy. 
In fact, as Dmitry Medvedev pointed 
out during his fi rst visit to the West 
as President of Russia, “Russian and 
European democracy share common 
roots. We share the same set of values 

and the same sources of law: Roman, 
Germanic and French law. . . . We have a 
common history and we share the same 
humanitarian values.”

Emphasizing the abiding unity of our 
values, rather than a harping on the oc-
casional differences, would create an 
intellectual and cultural framework in 
which Russian and American interests 
could be seen as complementary rather 
than antagonistic. The burden of proof 
would shift from those who are striving 
to build up a friendship with Russia, to 
those who assume Russian hostility. 

Western opposition to many Russian 
proposals on security since the end of 
the Cold War often boilsdown to the fact 
that they would create a new security 
framework of which Russia would be an 
inextricable part. Arguably, that is pre-
cisely what would make such a frame-

work more robust. And would that not 
be for the benefi t of everyone?

There is a strong analogy here with 
the vision of the French statesman 
Robert Schuman, whose proposal to 
make nations mutually dependent in 
their use of the strategic resources of 
his day – coal and steel – ultimately 
led to the to the creation of the Euro-
pean Coal and Steel Community, the 
forerunner of the European Union. 
When Western leaders embrace a 
similar view of Russia, the Cold War 
in our minds will truly be over.
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tion of collisions of nuclear-powered 
submarines. A new treaty on Conven-
tional Armed Forces in Europe (CFE), 
which is required by changes in mili-
tary balances since 1990, has yet to 
be negotiated. In Moscow’s view, the 
treaty should entail no fl ank limitations 
or any linkage with potential confl icts.

The main cause of this failure has 
not changed for decades: there simply 
is not enough trust betweenthe two 
countries to make tangible progress on 
all these fronts.

It is high time that we move on. The 
vision of a nuclear weapons free world 
may well be unattainable, but that is no 
excuse for failing to take at least lim-
ited steps in that direction. And here 
both the US and Russia carry special 
responsibility. In order that all states 
are involved in a nuclear arms reduc-
tion process, the following steps must 
be taken: 

1. Russia and the US must reach a 
deal on downsizing their nuclear ca-
pabilities toan aggregatelevel equal to 
the number of nuclear weapons at the 
disposal of all other states (such a deal 
could be reached during START-5, 
START-6 and START-7).

2. All nuclear weapon“haves” – both 
de jure and de facto – must set up an 
approximate deadline for the creation 
of a nuclear-free world (for example, 
2045 or later). Such a Rubiconis need-
ed as an incentive to make more solid-
calculations as regards the production 
and elimination of nuclear weapons.

3. All nuclear-weapon states must 
declare a no-fi rst use of nuclear weap-
ons against one another– no later than 
2015.

Russia and the US could go one 
step further, such as pushing for even 
lower limits for their SOA. This would 
necessitate the full cancellation of the 
EPAA, the signing of reciprocal legal-
ly-binding guarantees not to use BMD 
against each other and the withdrawal 
of all American TNW to the continen-
tal United States, which would remove 
the  “the legacy of the Cold War in Eu-
rope”.

Presidents Obama and Putin have an 
historic opportunity to rise to the chal-
lenge.  They should meet this year to 
begin tackling the bilateral and mul-
tilateral arms control agenda – other 
important issues should be debated at 
separate talks.Their goal should be to 
restore mutual trust and to revitalize 
the inexorably fl agging arms control 
process between their countries.
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